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How to send Bulk SMS using SMS Server in ETERNITY?
Pre-requisites:


SMS Server License activated in ETERNITY



SMS Server firmware present in ETERNITY



ETERNITY GSM card with SIM inserted in the slot to send SMS



New Email account (Empty Inbox) for ETERNITY supporting SMTP and POP3 settings



Disabled SMPP Server in ETERNITY

Configuration:
 For Configuring the SMS Server, please refer the following document:
http://www.matrixtelesol.com/faqs/eternity-pe-ge-mele/SMS%20Server%20Configuration.pdf
 Enable Email to SMS forwarding

 If you have enabled “Allowed-Denied Email IDs to send SMS” flag, then you
have to configure the Allowed-Denied list, otherwise all users will be allowed
to send SMS by default. You can configure the Allowed-Denied list by clicking
on “Allowed-Denied Email IDs to send SMS”.

 Enable Allow Bulk SMS flag

 If the “Allowed Email IDs to send Bulk SMS” flag is checked, you have to
configure the list. It can be configured by clicking on “Allowed Email IDs to
send Bulk SMS”.

 Mail Draft to send bulk SMS.
 Recipient of the email will be the email ID of SMTP server programmed
in ETERNITY.
 Subject line of the Email will be: Bulk SMS.
 Email body of the message will be contents of the SMS. It should not
exceed more than 160 characters.
 The Email must contain an attachment file with recipient numbers and
names (optional) in .csv format. This file can have only two columns,
without any headers. The file can have a maximum of 1000 numbers.

 Email Draft

 After the Bulk SMS request has been sent, the system generates a new csv
file with an additional column of status. For each entry, status of the SMS is
updated. This report is then emailed to the user who requested for Bulk SMS.

 If under any circumstances, the system fails to process the Bulk SMS request,
it will send a reply with an error message to the user who requested for Bulk
SMS.

Disclaimer: The information contained in this e-mail and/or attachment may
contain confidential or privileged information. Unauthorized use, disclosure or
copying is strictly prohibited and may constitute unlawful act, possibly leading to
legal action, civil and/or criminal. The contents of this message need not
necessarily reflect or endorse the views of Matrix Comsec on any subject matter.
Any action taken on or omitted in this message will be at the owner’s risk and the
originator of this message or Matrix Comsec does not take any responsibility or
liability towards the same. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us
immediately and permanently delete the message.

